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Abstract (en)
The present invention relates to a rotary-drum laundry dryer comprising a revolving drum (3) adapted to receive laundry to be dried, a hot-air
generator (6) structured to circulate an airflow (f) through said revolving drum (3), and a lower supporting base or socle (9) which is structured for
resting on the floor and for housing at least part of the hot-air generator (6). The hot-air generator (6) comprises an air recirculating conduit (12)
allowing said airflow (f) to flow through the revolving drum (3) and through at least one heat exchanger (15) located along said air recirculating
conduit (12) for condensing moisture inside the airflow (f). A segment (12c) of the air recirculating conduit (12) extends across the lower supporting
base or socle (9), and is structured so as to house said at least one heat exchanger (15); said lower supporting base or socle (9) is furthermore
provided with one or more pass-through openings (19a) through which corresponding elongated members (19) stick out of said segment (12c) of
the air recirculating conduit (12). The laundry dryer of the present invention is characterized by further comprising one or more lids (9c) configured
for respectively covering at least a portion of one or more of said pass-through openings (19a), said one or more lids (9c) being integrated with said
lower supporting base or socle (9). In this way, the structure of the laundry dryer is simplified with a consequent cost reduction in the manufacturing
process.
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